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I A. Choose an appropriate coordinating or subordinating conjunctions to complete the sentence.
Shade the circle of your answer.
1. She has a lot of problems _______ she didn’t give up.
O and
O but
O so
2. We need to dress up properly _________ we will attend a birthday party.
O and
O or
O for
3. It’s either ice cream _______ cake is her favorite.
O nor
O or

O and

4. We’re almost late in school ________ we need to hurry up.
O and
O yet
O so
5. My friends don’t like to hang out _________ go to far places.
O nor
O yet
O for
6. ________ I’m not feeling well, I still go to school.
O since
O although
7. I brush my teeth __________ I eat.
O before
O after

O before
O when

8. I need to study hard _________ I want to make my mother happy.
O even
O although
O because
9. ____________ it’s almost Christmas, we put some decoration in our house.
O since
O until
O although
10. ___________ we go to sleep we need to pray.
O After
O Before

O Since

B. Choose the preposition that would fit into the sentence. Shade the circle of your answer.
11. Some strange plants grow________ odd shapes.
O in
O out

O over

12. There are plants shaped __________ stones, bottles, and pipes.
O beyond
O like
O upon
13. Some plants have their roots ___________ the ground.
O above
O during
O till
14. There are even plants that feed _________ insects.
O at
O inside

O on

15. Insects fall __________ the slippery sides.
O beside
O by

O down
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16. Sister Rosalie is a missionary. She works ________________ the poor people in the slum areas.
O inside
O for
O about
17. Her niece, Nina, goes with her _______________ summer.
O about
O during
O without
18. They have to walk ___________________ a rickety bridge in order to reach the community.
O inside
O behind
O across
19. The people there are so poor. Sometimes they go ____________________ food for days.
O without
O for
O inside
20. Some of them build their houses _____________________ the bridge.
O without
O underneath
O across
II. A Underline the prepositional phrase in each of the sentences.
21. Serafin Gonzales is the town mayor of Kapayapaan.
22. He is good to everyone.
23. He is honest at all times.
24. He shares with his people all his bounties.
25. The people love him with all their hearts.
26. Never say nasty things to anyone.
27. People should stop throwing garbage into rivers.
28. The volunteers segregated the garbage from the school canteen.
29. The boys helped the girl in wheelchair.
30. The children collected the empty bottles on the tables.
B. Rewrite the sentences with the correct order of adjectives on the lines.
31. (high-technology

Nokia modern

a ) cell phone was given to her.

_______________________________________________________________________________

32. ( A domed

first ) stadium was built yesterday.

______________________________________________________________________________

33. ( hand-held

stuffed

the) bread is delicious.

_____________________________________________________________________________

34. (tall

three

stately )guards were on duty.

_____________________________________________________________________________

35. ( white a small) beard was found under my bed.
____________________________________________________________________________
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III.A. Add a clause that will make the meaning of the sentence logical. Note the connector used.
Write the clause in the blank.
1. Technology has brought many advances but
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. His parents brought him according to psychological principles; however,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
3. Computer is one of the greatest inventions of the modern age; moreover
_________________________________________________________________________________________________.
B. Draw/illustrate the following prepositional phrases inside the box.
1. students inside the classroom

2. a school next to a beautiful park

END OF THE TEST
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